Some see elegance.
We see engineering
excellence.
The new Audi A5 and S5
with Audi connect.*
Standard with a 5 year /
100 000km Audi Freeway Plan.
#FutureIsAnAttitude

*Audi connect is not supported outside of South Africa.

Create an exceptional first impression with
the new Audi A5 and S5 Sportback, Coupé
and Cabriolet. Building on the Audi A5’s
exceptional design pedigree, this beautifully
refreshed model is even more dynamic
in its appearance.
The Audi A5 range now features a tauter
look and the very cutting-edge of MMI
touch-operated technology.

Audi connect.*
Forward thinking
on the go
Available for all models in the Audi A5 and S5
range, Audi connect gives passengers and
drivers an impressively high level of comfort
and convenience. By harnessing the power
of an onboard mobile connection, it allows
you and your passengers to enjoy a range
of enhanced safety, security, navigation
and infotainment features, including
a Wi-Fi hotspot.

*Audi connect is not supported outside of South Africa.
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Safety & Security Features
Car Finder
Car Finder turns your smartphone into a
remote control so you can find your car by
activating the horn or flashing the headlights
or receiving walking directions to your vehicle.

Online Roadside Assistance
In the event of a breakdown, Audi Roadside
Assistance effortlessly connects you with
a professional breakdown service, sending
accurate vehicle and location data to the
breakdown call centre.

Emergency Call
In the event of a significant accident your car
automatically connects to the Audi emergency
call centre, and can transmit the GPS position,
driving direction, and number of passengers in
your car to relevant local authorities.

Theft Alarm Notification
Receive immediate smartphone alerts if your
car is being broken into or tampered with.

*Audi connect is not supported outside of South Africa.

Audi connect.*
Forward thinking
on the go
Navigation and Infotainment features
Detailed Point of Interest Display
Use the online search engine to stream travel
information about your destination, find
tourist spots and save locations directly
onto your preferred route for future trips.

Navigation with Google Earth
Satellite mapping provides up-to-date street
information from your regular map view, with
high-resolution aerial and satellite images
available in all zoom-levels of the map.

Parking Information
Parking
parking
nearest
parking

Information helps you find available
spaces at your destination or the
car park and check prices of
fees.

Predictive Route Guidance
View live traffic updates and alternative
routes to plan your route based on current
traffic flow and predicted deviations.

*Audi connect is not supported outside of South Africa.

Design
With its wide air inlets and subtle chrome
trims, this elegant sedan impresses even
before your first drive. At the side, the new
Audi A5’s sportier appearance is underscored
by centre-accentuated sills, the optional
20-inch cast aluminium wheels are
emphasized by pronounced wheel arches,
while the horizontal trims in matte aluminium
silver on the diffuser and tailpipe trims
elegantly reinforce the wide rear.

Performance
The new Audi A5’s dynamic steering
automatically adjusts the vehicle’s steering
ratio and force to its speed, putting irresistible
sportiness and ride comfort right in your hands.
And at the top of the range, the new Audi S5’s
260 kW, 3.0-litre TFSI engine will accelerate
you from 0 to 100km per hour in only
4.7 seconds.
For more information visit audi.co.za or
contact your nearest Audi dealer.

